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Once upon a time it befell Ailill and Medb that, when their royal bed had been prepared
for them in Rath Cruchain in Connacht, they spoke together as they lay on their pillow.
"In truth woman," said Ailill, "she is a weJl-offwoman who is the wife of a nobleman."
"She is indeed." said the woman. "Why do you think so?"
"I think so," said Ailill, "Because you are better off today than when 1 married you."
"I was well-off before you," said Medb. "Whoever brings shame and annoyance and
confusion on you, you have no claim for compensation for honor-price for it except what
claim I have ... for you are a man dependent on a woman's marriage portion.'"

Those who study European society after the fall of the Roman Empire up until the
dawn of the Renaissance can attest to the misogyny found in social, political, and
religious institutions. Women were relegated to the corners of society for the sake of
their modesty and their families' honor. Why, then, are the female characters in preChristian Irish mythology so humorous, powerful, intelligent, fierce, sensual, and
respected when the theology which preserved their characters viewed femininity in a
much different light? Ireland had been solidly Christian since the 400's CE, and Irish
society was influenced by the newly introduced sense of Christian morality. From this
setting of the story, one would think that the pre-Christian viewpoints, or at least the story
lines, would be censored to fit within the context of the new ideals of womanhood and
sanctity.
Inthis thesis I will argue that the unique preservation of female characters
(specifically those within the Ulster and Finn Cycles) was based on Irish monks' cultural
ties to these characters. The Irish culture, while looked down upon by the continental
empires, was a conglomeration of Norse, Irish, and British societies, to which the
educated monks brought the literature of Greece, Italy, and even Africa. Irish monks

I

Tain 80 Cualnge. Trans. Cecile O'Rahilly.

(Dublin: School of Celtic Studies, 2004) pp 137-138.
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(both native and immigrant) used pre-existing pagan elements to cement Christianity in
Ireland. This created a unique Christeo-pagan praxis of "Peter, and Paul, and the
Druids.'?

Though the preserved versions of oral stories were often accompanied by

statements about the "demons" in the narrative, or an appendix testifying to the falsity of
the plot, Irish monks ultimately protected their childhood heroines through an almostethnographic understanding of the mythology as part of their own history and culture, and
therefore worth the costly art of manuscript writing. The contlict between the Christian
ideal of a dutiful and passive wife and the Irish reality of a hardworking and assertive
woman is evidenced in the versions of the myths monks chose to write down, as well as
their own writings on the matter.
Comprehending the twist between the ideal womanhood and these mythical
creatures means that one must look at Irish society itself. The monks often lived solitary
lives, but were still inf1uenced by, and influential on, Irish society as a whole. Many of
them came from wealthy and ruling-class warrior families. Most entered the religious life
because of family politics as much as personal conviction. The politics and values of
society still affected the monasteries; sometimes monasteries headed by abbots from rival
families carried their families' disagreements to the battlefield. Like any orally-based
culture, the stories passed down from seers to poets to scribes affected the psyche of the
people in deeper ways than a newly-established religion could eradicate. Many remnants
of pagan Ireland survived into Christian Ireland and into modern times. Customs such as
fostering feature strongly in mythology and were still practiced in ireland during the so-

St. Beuno. Lives of the Cambro British Saints. Trans. Rev. William Jenkins Rees. (London: Longman, &
Co., 1853) p 308.
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called "golden age" when they were written down. A woman's value in many stories was
based not on virginal or pious virtues, but on her wealth and family connections; the
praise given to famous Irish women, other than saints, was to their power, wealth, and
pedigree. Praise for a good crop was given as much to the pagan gods and goddesses as
much as to the Christian God and the saints. The Christian conversion of Ireland did not
involve bloodshed; quite an accomplishment for a warrior society. As the Roman
Empire and its successors were falling apart, Ireland too was politically and militarily
violent. Yet, the Irish monks were able to produce some of the finest intellectual work of
the age precisely because the violence in Ireland was not spiritual, as it was in Europe.
Moreover, the upheaval elsewhere made Ireland a sanctuary for intellectuals and monks
from continental Europe and beyond. While other Europeans did not see Ireland as a real
civilization - the Romans did not even bother trying to conquer it - the society it created,
and the intellectual values created around such a society, preserved the mythology of
Ireland.
As it is important to understand Irish religion and culture within the larger context
of European civilization, this thesis also examines other beliefs and traditions. The Norse
in particular are important to this study because of the relationship between the
"Northmen" that invaded Ireland and the monks who came from Irish families that fought
the invaders. Over time, the Vikings settled in Ireland and inf1uenced medieval Irish
culture. The Book of Lecan features a list of prominent Hiberno- Norse famil ies
specifically in the Dublin area.' We have evidence of this influence in Hiberno-Norse art

3

See "Pagan and Women in Irish Mythology: Lore of Women."
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in Ireland and in Scandinavian/Icelandic

objects found in the region. While the Roman

Empire crumbled and the Latin Church took over as the dominant social, political, and
spiritual entity in the "civilized" world, there began a homogenizing process of spiritual
and personal values that did not stretch to Ireland until the Latinization of the Celtic
Church around 1300 CEo Continental societies, notably the Italian and Greek cultures,
had very strong opinions on women's place in society, be it the Christian or pagan world.
The great myths and sagas of Ireland were set in a pre-Christian warrior society, and
likewise the stories of the Italians and Greeks were set in their respective pre-Christian
ancient societies as well. The sense of morality and spirituality continued to be informed
by, or as a direct reaction to, these ancient beliefs on the Continent, where the struggle
between pagan and Christian was both violent and massive. The early medieval period
on the Continent was not as intellectually prolific as Ireland, and this is evidenced
lingering classical attitudes towards women, and after the conversion of Europe, of
pagans.
Certainly, Irish pagan deities took a backseat to the Christian God and saints as far
as Irish souls were concerned. But though Christianity dominated Irish spirituality, the
popular imagination and secular society continued to rely on images and superstitions
developed in pagan times. Of course, myths did not survive in their original formats.
They were changed by scribes, edited, and censored. The change in values meant a
change in the main characters and the main messages. Yet, the mode of oral stories
allows for artistic freedom; the scribes were only continuing this tradition by changing
old stories to fit new beliefs. Not so shockingly, the Latin Church did not take a positive

Rutledge 6

view to such leniency and to direct conflict with continental opinions towards pagan
women. The Celtic Church was finally taken into greater Christendom, but not before
leaving behind records and legends which indicate a society freer and more equal than the
one it joined. At their most basic, these entertaining stories reflect the reality of Irish men
writing about Irish women, not conquerers writing about vanquished subjects. These
women may not have been flesh-and-blood in the retellings, but like many myths, could
have been based on historical women whose deeds, authority, and sagacity have remained
for countless generations.

Setting the Scene: The Fall of the Roman Empire, European Social Change, and Isolated
Ireland

Gainst the wall he sets his eye
Full and fierce and sharp and sly
'Gainst the wall of knowledge I
All my little wisdom try.
So in peace our tasks we ply,
my cat, and I;
In our arts we find our bliss,
I have mine and he has his.
Practice every day has made
Pangur perfect in his trade;
I get wisdom day and night
Turning darkness into light. 4

Ireland has a history of exclusion. In the early history of Ireland, this meant an
exclusion from the Roman Empire, exclusion from the Latin Church, exclusion from
" "Pangur Ban," by an unknown Irish monk in Austria, Reichenau Primer. Trans. Robin Flower. Accessed
January 10,20 II. <http://www.sky-neLorg.uk/canals/pangurban/name/>.
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"civilized" society, and exclusion from the mainstream continental European intellectual
community.

While none of these institutions were wholly homogenous, the simple

existence of Ireland and its people was enough for there to be efforts to continue
exclusion for centuries in various forms. The people who first settled Ireland were not
related to the modern Irish ethnicity: the first were part of a larger culture of the Celts
which integrated with various peoples such as the Picts, Welsh, and Norse.

5

The people

most conspicuously missing from this melting pot are the Romans. This would be the
backbone issue for relations between Ireland and post-Roman Empire Europe. After the
slow decline of the empire, the Latin Church became the main political, social, and moral
structure of Europe which spread beyond the boundaries of the empire itself. In many
ways, one could say that the Church became the empire, for it pushed a policy of
uniformity in thought, word, and deed. The gender roles within this shifting paradigm
also changed, as a reaction to pagan values. Ireland, which had been firmly Christian
since before the fall of the Empire, developed a distinctly non-Latin organization in the
years it had been ignored by the empire. This informed a different sensibility which the
Latin Church deemed blasphemous and bordering on pagan." The inviting intellectual
community of the island served as a refuge for other Europeans and this did not help its
case. The Vikings from Scandinavia and Iceland completely changed the Irish
community as well, adding to the vast worldview of the monks, some of whom left
Ireland to evangelize throughout Europe and carried their knowledge of lore and culture.
5 Who were not themselves homogenous: the Celts which Julius Caesar wrote of have little in common
with the "Celtic" culture of Ireland.

Throughout this paper I will speak of Celtic and Latin churches; both were Christian but had distinct
cultural differences. For instance, the services of the Celtic Church in Ireland were spoken in local
languages while the Latin Church insisted upon Latin being used at all times.

6
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According to the Romans, Rome was the center of the world culturally, politically,
and morally. With each conquest through Europe, armies sent back slaves and goods to
Rome to be admired, ridiculed, and sold. The markets of Rome were decorated with
statues of barbarians from conquered lands made from costly imported materials, like
Trajan's Forum. This display of conquered wealth reinforced the idea of Roman
superiority over non-Romans, regardless if the subject was part of the empire or not.
This cosmopolitan center was equally diverse in religious beliefs. The elite of Rome
were pagan, worshiping the gods and goddesses of Greco-Roman antiquity. As long as
citizens paid tribute to the emperor, and by extension the gods, the empire did not
concern itself too much with controlling the religion of its people. The introduction of
Christianity as an entity separate from Judaism created a threat to the empire's authority.
By acknowledging a power higher than that of Rome, Christianity was outside of the
norm. The persecution of the Christians in the Roman Empire set the tone for paganChristian relations in the centuries after the conversion of Emperor Constantine: one of
mistrust and violence. It was not just the pagan gods that the Latin Christian Church was
against, the Church was against the culture which had persecuted the earliest Christian
movements.
In the vulgar Latin,pagan means of the countryside. The worshippers of GrecoRoman deities would hardly call themselves the equivalent of a country bumpkin, as their
views had been the guiding source for manners, values, and beliefs in the ancient
Mediterranean.

The early popes, in an effort to differentiate between these archaic

attitudes and those of the new religion, chose to condemn and be the antithesis of pagan
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values. For instance, in the Greek pre-Christian culture, the human body was not
shameful. The Romans also believed the glorification of the body was the glorification of
the gods. Christians, however, exemplified the new idea of revulsion of the body. Saint
Benedict was one of the largest proponents of overcoming traditional Mediterranean
views by instituting a fundamental early Christian belief that cleanliness - and grooming
- was pagan and a further barrier between the sinner and God.? For many ancient
societies, Greeks, Romans, and most certainly the Irish, drinking, dancing, eating,
adorning the body, and sex were a part of "pleasure worship" that brought the worshipper
closer to the immortals who spent their time seeking personal gratification." In contrast,
the Christian God and Jesus practiced self-denial and personal discipline. Bertrand
Russell sees also a hostility to pagan literature:
[It] persisted in the Church until the eleventh century, except in Ireland, where the
Olympian gods had never been worshipped, and were therefore not feared by the
Church."
This pleasure worship, and the rejection of: was an integral struggle between pagan and
Christian. The repression of sexuality was the largest difference between pagan and
Christian. The Pre-Christian Roman Empire did not

WOlTY

itself with the private lives of

its citizens as long as they performed their public duties. The actions of its citizens in
public affected the rest of society, but not so much those actions which took place in
secret and in homes. However, the emperors after Constantine "posed increasingly as
guardians of private morality," arguing that the private actions of citizens affected the

7

Bertrand Russell. A History ofWestern Philosophy. (New York: Simon & Schuster, lnc., 1945) p 377.

8

Riane Eisler. The Chalice & the Blade. (United States: Harper & Row, 1988) p 35.

9

Russell. A History of Western Philosophy. p 343.
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spirituality of the community as a whole. 10 It must be kept in mind, however, that as
much as church leaders and emperors wrote and spoke of shifting from the ideal of virile
sexuality to humble celibacy, people still continued to marry, have affairs, and have
children.
Yet such a shift: in social opinions did have some affect on personal actions and
beliefs even if they were not always followed. As Rome was chaotically overtaken by
warrior societies they had once ruled, people turned to religion. The ideal man was no
longer a Zeus-like womanizer, but an abstinent monk; abstinence preserved the "fine fruit
of masculinity.

"II

The sexuality of the female, however, remained much the same. Pope

Cornelius stressed the "moral delicacy of virginal continence," women were ideally to
remain virgins like men, but the secondary ideal was that of the dutiful wife and mother,
for whom the role model was Mary, a virgin mother. 12 Women who were not virgins,
regardless of their piety, were likened more to Eve than Mary for their apparent tempting
of mankind. Even within the confines of the monastery and the convent, a woman's
ability to personify temptation led St. Anthony to declare: "Therefore, my children, it is
not in our interest to have our dwellings near inhabited places, nor to associate with
women" while also inserting a story in which a monk is led into sin by the devil disguised
as a beautiful woman.

13

LO Peter Brown. A History of Private Life: From Pagan Rome to Byzantium. Ed. Paul Veyne. (London:
Belknap Press, 1987) p 262.

II

Ibid., P 244.

121bid., P 270.
13 "Life of St. Anthony." Trans. Averil Cameron. Women in Ancient Societies: An Illusion of the Night. Ed.
Leonie J. Archer (United States of America: Routledge, 1994) p 155.
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Ireland did not follow this intellectual and spiritual transition. Most of this was
due to the lack of continental influence. While the cultures of Europe had not been
entirely integrated by the Roman Empire, the empire did set up a bureaucratic system of
interaction amongst societies. In contrast, pre-Christian Ireland was cut off from the
continent, mainly having interaction with Britain and Scandinavia. Christianity was
introduced to Ireland around 300 CEo Hagiographers in Ireland and in Rome account for
the first official bishop, Palladius, on the island in 431 CE; this meant that there must
have been a large Christian population already to support, as St. Prosper of Tiro stated in
his Epitoma Chronicon "the Irish who believe in Christ."!" Palladius was then not the
first missionary, who was probably from Britain due to location as well as the strong
trade between the two. IS Prosper also wrote in his Contra Collatorem that Pope
Celestine's fight against the Pelagian heresy was the reason for sending Palladius to teach
the accepted doctrine. The 'barbarian island' was not considered Christian enough.

16

The island had a culture based on war, cattle raids, and piracy. Adomnan wrote,
quite matter-of-factly, that the priest "Findchan, a soldier of Christ, brought with him in
clerical garb, from Ireland to Britain, Aid, surnamed the Black. Cruithnian by race, and
ofroyal lineage.?'? Findchan was not mortified at the "very bloody" deeds of Aid, but
instead brought him to his monastery; this signifies commonness of violence inherent in
14 st. Prosper of Tiro. Epitoma Chronicon.
(United States: Nabu Press, 1892) 3.1.

Chronica Minora Saec. Trans. & Ed. Theodor Mommsen.

15 This trade was mainly slave raids, coincidentally the reason that the English St. Patrick ended up in
Ireland.
16 St. Prosper of Trio. Contra Collatorem. Chronica Minora Saec. Trans. & Ed. Theodor Mommsen.
(United States: Nabu Press, 201 I) P 21.
17 Adomnan ofIona,
Vita Columbae. Trans. William Reeves. 2008. VCC CELT. Accessed January 2012.
Book I, 36. <http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T201040/index.html>
.
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Irish society. Posidonious wrote that the Celts of Gaul were the very antithesis of
Mediterranean culture, being "passion] ate] for feasting and for elaborate ornaments, the
vanity and boastfulness of their champions, and their extreme touchiness.t'"

As the

mythology of Ireland was set in the Bronze Age, his statement holds true for Ireland as
well. The warriors of this mythology were probably based on real individuals, many of
whom are listed in the Historical Cycle, a listing of great kings and leaders of Ireland
compiled at the same time as many of the mythological stories. Less important than war,
but integral to the society and its mythology, was sex and the human form. The naked
warriors of the Celts were not ashamed of their bodies as other Europeans were; even
after the conversion the Irish peoples continued to tell bawdy tales and act in ways that
would make a devout Italian blush.

19

One can see the efforts of monks to Christianize

morality in tales such as The Tain: the women of Emain went out naked "to expose all
their nakedness and shame to him [Cu Chulainn]," and he promptly hid his face and
calmed down from his rampage.P Though exposing the body was "shameful," it served a
very good purpose, saving the lives of those in Emain and setting the seven-year-old
warrior in his place. Society was not broken into "woman's" and "men's" spaces - they
were often interchangeable and the only true separations were by class, public, and
private space.

18

H.R. Ellis Davidson.

Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe. (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1988)

p 7.
19 Even the famous translator of the early twentieth century, Whitley Stokes, would not translate certain
passages, especially those depicting the god Dagda making love, because of its risque nature.
20

The Tain Bo Cualnge. p 170-171.
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Unlike the cultures of Greece and Rome, Ireland was an oral culture; writing was
limited to Ogham. The best Ogham could do was mark the territory of a lord or list
lineage. Everything from contracts to stories was spoken. Furthermore, the reliance on
spoken word meant a certain importance of the arts in general, since spoken word meant
a bit of a performance.

Early medieval Irish traditions continue to this day to be

renowned for both the intricate artifacts and the detailed stories. The Tara Brooch is one
fine example from 750 CE of the craftsmanship on the island, and the society of which it
came from. It is a gold filigree brooch used to hold a thick wool cloak over the
shoulders, especially useful in such a rainy and windy climate. It is adorned with pearls
and amber, neither of which are found in Ireland, indicating trade networks to markets
like those in the Baltic and in Spain. The decorative filigree follows the style of that in
the Lindisfarne Gospels and the Book of Kells. 2 J The Book of Kells is considered the
finest artistic religious text of the medieval age. The monastery at Iona was a ScottishIrish monastery founded by the Irish saint Columba (Colum Cille), and produced the
liturgical text around 800 CEo The social importance of the text is that it is not just a
book, it is richly decorated in a way found on secular items; importance was places on
aesthetics. The monks had resources to create such a book, even with lapis lazuli f1'0111
Afghanistan.P This was not simply a coincidence, the detailed and expensive artifacts
we have exemplify just how connected Ireland was, at least economically:
The monumental crosses scattered across Ireland stand as testament to the
religious and aesthetic values of Hiberno-Saxon culture. They provide evidence of

2130,000

Years of Art. (London: Phaidon Press, 2006) p 438. Lindisfarne Gospels were actually created in
England, but were part of the Hiberno-Saxon style found on the eastern coast ofTreland.
22

Ibid., P 458.
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the cosmopolitan nature of Irish society and its flourishing artistic community,
with iconographic and stylistic sources ranging from Early Christian art, Coptic
Egypt and the Germanic animal style to contemporary Carolingian art."
Simply looking through the manuscripts one can see the immense artistic and cultural
influence these cultures had on Ireland. Coptic influence can be seen particularly in the
Lindisfarne Gospels, which have 10,600 red dots adorning words (though the Book of
Kells also uses a similar artistic device). These dots were used to decorate the
manuscripts of the Coptic Church before being used by the Greek Church, and finally
transmitted to the Celtic Church.P' The influence offaraway cultures so readily accepted
into religious life in Ireland was unique amongst the Western European societies.
Outsiders, even those from nearby Scotland and England, did not understand the
culture of Ireland, nor that such a thing even existed. Instead, Ireland had been the place
British raiders and slave traders often invaded to bring back goods - what little there
were - and people to sell into the empire. Or, political dissidents would escape to Ireland
because it was out of reach of authorities. Bede writes that the rivals of the English King
Edwin "lived in exile among the Irish or Picts" around 630 CE.25 King Oswald was also
exiled in Ireland for a time and converted to Celtic Christianity; according to Adomnan,
he had a vision of Saint Columba (Colum Cille) telling him to spread the church into his
lands, as "the land of the English was shadowed by the darkness of heathenism and
ignorance. "26 Officials in Rome believed the Irish would become less barbaric once they

23

Ibid., P 479.

24

Geoffrey Moorhouse. Sun Dancing. (Fort Washington, Pennsylvania: First Harvest, 1999) p 152.

25 Bede. Ecclesiastical History of the English People. Trans. Leo Shirley-Price. (New York: Penguin Books
Classics, 1991) Book 3, 1-2.
26

Adomnan of lona. Vita Columbae. Book I, I.
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had been folded into the Latin Church. As well, the culture which the Celtic Church
legitimized seemed a threat to the authority of Rome. Romans would have lumped the
Irish with other so-called Celtic peoples, whose distaste for non-Romans continued. Even
Dante wrote of the "land of drunken Germans," which translates to barbarous Celts."?
Ethnocentrism within the Latin Church was prevalent and a useful tool to humiliate
rivals, heretics, and others. Outside the Church, racial slurs based on ethnicity and
cultural heritage were very prevalent in society. This was true especially in the rivalry
between England and Ireland. What began as tribal warfare developed over time into
distinct opinions on national superiority. Merry Weisner-Hanks states in her book
Gender in History:
Imperial power and ideas of the nation were explicitly and implicitly linked with
gender and the cultural constructions of masculinity and femininity for both
colonizers and colonized, beginning with the first European 'colony' of the
English in Ireland. For centuries English commentators described the Irish as
both animal-like and feminized, the women showing 'wild shamrock manners'
because they did not wear corsets and the men 'brassy, cunning, and brutalized.P
Weisner-Hanks makes several good points. Much like other colonized people, the Irish
were cast in a feminine, weak, and negative light. 29 Pagans were also cast as feminine
and therefore imperfect and weak. The particular English opinions she reiterates hail
from hundreds of years after the early medieval period of this thesis, but these opinions
were very common in more rudimentary forms. Rome's cultural ties to England were

27

Dante Alighieri. Inferno: Divine Comedy. (London: Penguin Books Classics, 20 I0) P 145.

28

Merry Wiesner-Hanks.

29

Edward Said. Orientalism. (New York: Random House, Inc., 1978).

Gender in History. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 200 I) P 168.
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weak, but offered a distinct differentiation between England and Ireland and could be
exploited as such.

The Vikings and Hiberno-Norse Culture
As much of a threat as England was, Ireland had an even bigger one: the Vikings.
It began as small raids along the northern and eastern coastlines, lasting a couple of
weeks a year. No other outside force was as influential in early medieval Ireland as the
Scandinavian and Icelandic cultures which settled and amalgamated into the island. Even
the richest Irish kings did not have the quantity of materials the "Northmen" were used
to, they soon realized the valuable booty was the Irish themselves. Many were taken
prisoner back to Scandinavia and Iceland to be slaves, or sold in markets like those in
England and Spain. Livestock, the most valuable commodity, was also taken. It was not
until the Norse went inland to monasteries that they found gold, silver, and precious
materials. For several centuries, this was the norm: yearly attacks on round forts and
monasteries.

The Norse and the Danes began settling in Ireland, specifically around what

would become Dublin. Over generations of settlement and intermarriage with the
natives, a distinct Hiberno-Norse culture emerged. This is the reason a list of noble
Hiberno-Norse women is in the "Lore of Women," and an Icelandic medical manuscript
resides in the Royal Irish Academy collection. The political environment and the
religious environment could not be separated during these times: it is said that St.
Brendan vengefully killed a Hiberno-Norse earl who plundered a monastery under his

<.;
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protection.

3D

The annalist (scribe-monk) who recorded this event seemed very satisfied

with the result.
The Vikings were the bane of Irish existence in medieval times. The Irish both
reviled the invaders and - eventually - formed long-lasting alliances. Peter Sawyer states
that the Irish annalists "recorded with great pleasure many battles between these
invaders'v' as the Norse themselves were as dysfunctional as their Irish counterparts.
They were eventually exiled from Ireland and moved to richer grounds like those in
southern England, Frankia, and Sicily. The Vikings began the pre-Christian Irish slave
trade, since there were not the material goods they wanted: "Captives, who could be sold
to Muslims in Spain were far more valuable.">

The Irish kings and lords were far too

dysfunctional to mount a united front, so the Irish monks were left to defend their
monasteries, which held the material goods the raiders wanted. But the monks were not
passive victims - monasteries fought head-on with the Vikings. Donnchadh

6 Corrain

recounts when the monastery at Armagh went into battle (using both monks and warriors)
to defend their land.P They failed very badly, and their land was taken, but such an
account shows the impassivity and war culture which permeated even religious life.
The Irish were converted to Christianity long before the Scandinavians, but the
Scandinavian sensibilities were much like the Irish in that their culture was a hybrid of
pagan and Christian traditions. The earliest churches in Iceland and Scandinavia are

30 Donnchadh 6 Corrainn, The OxjordIllustrated
Oxford University Press, 2011) p 92.

History of the Vikings. Ed. Peter Sawyer. (New York:

31

Peter Sawyer. The Oxford Illustrated History of the Vikings. p 10.

32

Ibid. P 10.

33

Donnchadh

6 Corrain.

p 85.
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decorated with pagan gods, goddesses, and mythical creatures. This Hiberno-Norse
culture was important to the preservation ofIrish mythology because it opened a new
opportunity for worldly scholarship. The Irish were presented with another Christian
society that continued to value and use their pagan heritage. It is important to note that
while both the Vikings and the Irish valued pagan mythology even in Christian times, the
practice of preserving poetic art by religious scribes was more developed in Ireland and
therefore was more receptive to the Norse mythology than the other way around: "The
Viking skaldar, the epic poets, were never described as priests, but in Ireland thefili and
before that the bards certainly were."34 Hiberno-Norse stories, such as Ragnar
were formed from the combination of both mythologies.

s Saga,

There are many similarities

between the Scandinavian and Irish mythologies: warriors, strong goddesses, glorious
afterlife, and sumptuous living. The Valkyries and female sages in Scandinavian
mythology bear a striking resemblance to the warrior goddesses like Macha. In fact, the
three Valkyries have the same duties of cupbearers, lovers, and warrior goddesses as the
three Irish goddesses of war who make up the Morrigan. Like the female teacher ofCu
Chulainn, the Valkyries:
Befriend young princes, give them a name and a sword, become their supernatural
brides, teach them warrior lore, protect them in battle, and welcome them into the
burial mound at death."
Their importance in the mythology is formed around the patriarchal warrior society of the
Vikings, but nonetheless play an integral and wholly "feminine" role. Another similarity
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can be found between the main goddesses of each mythology, Freyja and Medb. As we
will see later, Medb was a highly sexual being who represented sovereignty by mating
with both gods and mortal men. Likewise, Freyja blessed her male counterparts with her
wisdom and leadership symbolism by forming a physical union, "accept] ed] earthly
rulers as her lovers, supporting them through their reigns and welcoming them after
death;"36 she was not bound to the Christian virtue of virginity - it was her embodiment
of Scandinavian femininity which made her powerful. The Norse and the Irish had many
similarities: warrior culture, Christeo-pagan spirituality, and rich oral traditions. Though
the environment in which they coalesced was less than friendly, the Hiberno-Norse
culture of medieval Ireland had a profound effect upon secular and spiritual life.

Christianity in Ireland
The Celtic Church was always faithful to Rome, and wished to be taken seriously.
The Celtic Church was really a conglomeration of pagan traditions and Christian doctrine
from northern France, Britain, and Ireland. Slowly, the Celtic Church in Britain and
France amalgamated with the Latin Church, but the geographical distance meant that it
took much longer for the Latin Church to fully control Ireland. Unification was resisted
because the Irish saw their faith as legitimate: they said many of the same prayers and
believed in the same doctrine. Another factor was societal: "Romans ... had always been
the enemy of the Celts.t"? and this was not a fact easily forgotten even among the
religious. Rome wished to unify all feast days, practices, and languages under their
36
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canon. But it was because of Rome that the Celtic Church in Ireland became so
prevalent:
Continental scholarship was all but extinguished by wave after wave of barbarian
invasion. This was terrible enough, but in some senses more grievous still was
the Church of Rome's contempt for learning in this period, to the extent that
Gregory the Great knew no Greek and was deeply opposed to anything being
taught other than the Holy Writ and its elucidation. The Irish monastic schools
were therefore not only bursting with native youths eager for the education they
provided, but also attracted students from abroad, anxious to avail themselves of
an opportunity which was denied them at home.l"
These immigrants to the island still faced constant violence and political turbulence, but
were given an irresistible opportunity to pursue non-Christian canonical education. Their
influence is unmistakable.

It was said that one could tell an Irish monk from an European

monk by the fact he could speak Greek fluently.
The fact the Irish still celebrated Lughnasagh, and the monks offered grain to
Christ, instead of Lugh, was far too close for comfort for Rome. There was crossover
from paganism to Christianity. One of the most famous instances of such is Saint Brigit.
She was the "Christian abbess and the much more distant Celtic patroness [BridigJ of
bards. "39 In some annals, she has multiple birthdays depending on which woman one
was writing about. Stories such as the "Colloquy of with Ancients," and artifacts such as
rune stones incorporated into churches, are proof of the perceived lack of threat of
paganism. In such Christian texts, the lives of saints, druids are teachers and magicians;
certainly not the powerful mystics ofthe past, but not the devil's workers.i'' The tonsure,
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or distinctive hairstyle of monks, was another difference. The continental tonsure looked
like the haircut of an Irish slave, and so the Irish monks changed their tonsure to their
own liking.
The monks had a complex relationship with the secular community on the island
as well. Like their continental brothers, many monks came from rich families who were
patrons of the church (and often received benefits from the relationship). As a result,
they were often as loyal to their families as they were to their monasteries. The bards
serving their lords would be considered equal to the monk, and those monks interested in
preserving Irish culture would rely heavily on their pagan (later secular) counterparts; as
Lisa Bitel says, "No Irish scholar, no matter how staunchly Christian, would reject the
pagan senchas?"

The monasteries were never truly self-sufficient, especially those on

islands, which relied on local markets to bring food and equipment. Most monks were
living little better than the average farmer; they were just shy of starvation and lived with
the seasons. Even then, the political and spiritual sway they held led to some monasteries
being wealthy enough to attract their own villages and to create their own voice within
politics. Often families who had close familial ties to a particular monastery might invite
the brothers to move onto their land, or to form a new monastery, and therefore receive a
sort of tax deduction from the dues paid to the lord's king, proof that the monastery's
opinion was often law.42 A prime example:

st. Brenainnm

was offended by the lords of

Munster, whom he then forced to abandon their fifty round torts so that his monks could
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set up monasteries.f

St. Columba, one of the most famous and powerful monks of his

day, "prayed for the success of his kinsmen, who triumphed at the cost of 3,000 dead,"
after which, he went into self-imposed exile over guilt for the part he played in ensuring
his family's victory.f

Once integrated into society, the Christian monks continued

normal societal practices, such as fosterage:
Varying the tradition of fosterage enshrined in the ancient Brehon law of the Irish
to suit their own circumstances, the local Christians had by this time determined,
a generation after Patrick, that every first-born child of a properly married couple
belonged to the Church."
However, this would not have applied to the elite of Irish society, but more the middleclass. While the Christians tried to eradicate the custom, unwanted children of the poor
were often left out in the elements to die. The elite children sent to the monasteries
would have been second or third sons who had no claim to either title or land. There
were benefits to this system: children received an education, monasteries always had
plenty of monks, and the relationship between the religious and the secular continued to
grow.

Women in Irish Society of the Early Middle Age
The women of Ireland were part of a brutal and often very simplistic society of
warlords and farmers. The cities of Europe, though small by modern standards, were
brobdingnagian compared to the hamlets of Ireland. There were no cities. That meant
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the life of people focused on the country: the growing of crops, the raising oflivestock,
and the fishing and hunting seasons. In such a setting, there was no room for
romanticized ideals of women in tall towers: they were active members of society who
worked alongside men. In most cases, they were treated the same as men. In Greek and
Italian culture, children were the father's only; in Ireland, children were those ofthe
father, the mother, and the foster-parents. This gave the mothers and foster-mothers
considerable power in society. Though there were many nuns and convents, they never
held the same political power for the simple fact that the medieval Latin church was
patriarchal and stuck to misogynistic beliefs (unless of course one was a sinless virgin).
It was not as advantageous to have a daughter join an convent as it was to have a son join
a monastery.
Though taken as part of the booty during cattle-raids, sold, and used as household
goods, a woman's value in the economy was integral. This led to a roundabout way for
many rights; divorce was quite normal and no more difficult for women to obtain than
men, and remarriage was cornmon.f'' Irish divorce laws of the early medieval period
allowed women to divorce and take their property with them."? Lisa Bitel argues the
status of women in society was always shifting; one can easily understand how in such an
agrarian and simplified society both men and women had interchangeable roles to play.
While some official laws were very misogynistic, other laws and certainly the practices
created some equality. Though officially illegal, polygamy was common and monks
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seemed resigned to the fact they could not do anything about it. Like many non-Christian
societies, early Irish society and early Celtic Christian society held that having a chief
wife, a secondary wife, and a mistress were perfectly acceptable if a man could afford
it.48 And, if the chief wife felt threatened by other women vying for her husband's
attention or resources, an attack on her rival was legally and socially acceptable."?
The society which created the positions and opinions of Irish women absolutely
created the intellectual world of the Irish monks. The hagiographers, those who wrote the
lives of the saints, took their form and inspiration from the biographies of great kings and
tall tales:
A hagiographer's purpose was not to construct an accurate biography, but to
overwhelm the reader or listener with the saint's abundant virtues and talents. 50
Nuns were not hagiographers, nor were they often the storytellers of pagan and secular
culture. It is important to note that because of this, the stories of pagan women written
down were those saved by men and written from the point of view of men. Sex, a very
important part of these stories, was a valued part of marriage in Irish society;
unfulfillment from either party was considered dishonorable and divorceable.P!

Though

not part of mythology, spells, incantations, and random sections of tales were written
alongside the myths, often in the margins of spiritual works. In one eighth or ninth
century manuscript, one leaf is dedicated to three ancient druidic spells, written by three
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different scribes.V Even St. Patrick was said to have used pagan spells, though inserting
a Christian prayer, in "Patrick's Hymn," "said to have rendered St. Patrick and his monks
invisible as such ... it bears upon it marks of antiquity, such as the prayer to be delivered
from the spells of women, smiths, and druids or wizards. "53 The monks created the first
written Irish laws protecting women, and upheld their decisions. In one case, St. Berach
cured a woman who was attacked going to work, and also revived her son who
drowned.

54

St. Columba exacted his justice when:

A young woman fled from a vicious nobleman to cower under the cloaks of
Colum Cille and Gemman. Her pursuer thrust his spear though the cleric's
clothing, killing the woman. Colum Cille pronounced sentence - and
immediately the murderer dropped dead. According to Adomnan, the warrior had
committed two offenses: murder of a woman and insult to the religious men who
protected her.55
The reasons for creating such laws was to keep the Christian community stable, to keep
parishioners safe, and to stop such non-Christian actions as murder. In the most famous
example of Celtic Christian tolerance for ongoing pagan beliefs, at the end of the Tain=
which is written entirely in Irish - is a short Latin clause:
A blessing on everyone who shall faithfully memorize the Tain as it is written
here and shall not add any other form to it.
But I who have written this story, or rather this fable, give no credence to the
various incidents related in it. For some things in it are the deceptions of demons,
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other poetic figments; some are probable, others improbable; while still others are
intended for the delectation of foolish men. 56

It is important to note that during the entire tale, not once is there a scribe's message such
as this; it is only at the very end, and in anther language, that a sort of disclaimer is
written. The monk may give "no credence" to the tale, but he blesses those future
academics who study it. Irish culture created the environment for this monk to find no
contradiction between preserving the "pillow talk of Ailill and Medb" and remaining true
to his Christian faith.

Pagans and Women in Irish mythology
While women in Irish mythology are essential parts of the culture in these stories,
pagans in general are the focus. Generally, monks did not change the stories enough to
make all characters evil; possibly because every character would then be the spawn of
Satan. The scribes felt no contradiction between practicing Christianity and writing down
pagan literature. They did make small adjustments on druidic characters sometimes,
depending on the scribe. Because of the intellectual community of the island, they felt
free to preserve and explore non-Christian traditions; Preden Sorensen presents the
perfect opinion that: "This was idolatry, of course, but as long as this was remembered
Christians could study it as part of the culture of their ancestors without risk or
prejudice.r''?

It was therefore easy for the monks to separate their political and moral

opinions regarding women and pagans from these myths. Furthermore, because these
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were mostly native monks, they understood the function of pagans and women. The
main themes for women in these stories illustrate specific societal roles: sages,
cupbearers, lovers, and warriors. Mention-worthy tales and specific characters who
appear in more than one story will now be examined.
The Adventure of Conle
In "The Adventure of Conle," one can easily see the influence of Christianity, as
well as the influence of Christian ideals of womanhood. The most common version was
written down in the eighth century. Conle is serenaded by a woman of the "Land of the
Living," another translation for the supernatural realm. Conle's druid Coran feels
threatened by the woman who has such a hold over him, and sings "against the woman's
voice ... when the woman went away at the loud chanting of the druid, she threw an
apple to Conle"58 which no matter how much he ate, stayed whole. The reason Coran felt
threatened was not so much she was a woman, but that she was overtaking the druid's
control of the king. The apple can be seen as the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge found in
Genesis, which Conle craves more than anything else. Again, the woman comes to him
and sings very interesting lines: "There above sits Conle among lifeless mortals waiting
for gloomy death. Living immortals invite you," and to ConIe's father Conn:
Do not love druidry for it is small. Ajust man comes to give judgement ... Soon
shall his judgement reach you, and it will scatter the spells of the druids in the
sight of the devil, the Black Magician. 59
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Clearly, this was a story whose moral was the defeat of paganism by Christianity. Surely,
the Irish had mischevious-acting

spirits and malicious beings, but no singular being

called the devil. Conle has to make a choice between remaining loyal to his family and
culture, by extension to remain a pagan, or to abandon them and join the woman in the
other country. The "maiden" tells him this other land has "no people there save only
woman and girls," to which Conle jumps into her boat and sails immediately away with
her. 60
While this is subtly humorous, as it took the woman mentioning the gender of the
citizens of her realm to persuade Conle, it also holds the overall theme of the conversion
of the Irish. The use of the word "maiden," though a translation, is most interesting
because it implies a certain amount of sexual purity which pre-Christian Irish did not
bother themselves with. There is a battle between the druid's Plain of Delight, the sidh,
and the woman's Land of the Living, the Christian heaven. Her land is one where "there
is neither death nor sin nor transgression," while Coran's land is a glorious one full of
warriors and where "reigns a king victorious and immortal, a king without weeping or
sorrow in his land since he became king.''61 The Plain is the old version of Paradise, like
that found in Norse mythology, which contains warriors and battles, not leisure and
peace. The audience would have understood the woman probably represented the Virgin
Mary or an angel, who was not like the druid in power, nor like the women of Con Ie's
people. When a woman is described as beautiful or a maiden, the implication is that she
has some form of supernatural power or destiny. As such, Conle's story was most likely
60
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created for a Christian audience, not an existing story edited by a scribe. Perhaps a
storyteller in a royal (Christian) court created the story first, relying on existing imagery
and style of pre-Christian stories, but adding a palatable message.
Deirdre
Possibly the most heartbreakingly beautiful story in any cycle is "The Exile of the
Sons ofUisliu," also known as "Deirdre of the Sorrows." A tale explaining the origins of
the Ulster Cycle, this love story's main character was not a warrior but a princess. The
earliest surviving written copy can be found in the Book of Lienster, and many other
versions were also written. In one, Deirdre - or Derdriu - kills herself with a knife
immediately after the death of her lover Noisiu, and they are buried side-by-side, "yews
growing out of their graves intertwine.t='

In the Book of Lienster version, Deirdre is

born to Fedilmid and his wife (who is not named) during a feast for the king Conchubur.
Fedilmid was the court storyteller, the entertainer, poet, and probably historian, which
was a revered place of honor and would have made him a very rich man, hence the reason
Fedilmid was able to host a feast for such an important king. As the lady of the house, it
was Fedilmid's wife's duty to serve the alcohol (much like in Norse mythologyj.v'

Once

serving all, she left to give birth, but before she reached the door to the hall, "the child in
her womb screamed so that it was heard throughout the court.''64 The warriors were
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alarmed and armed themselves, but quiet was restored when she spoke to Cathub (a
druidj'", wondering what it was in her that made the noise. In verse, Cathub reveals:
In the cradle of your womb there cried out
a woman with twisted yellow hair
and beautiful grey green eyes.
Foxglove her purple pink cheeks,
the color of snow her flawless teeth,
brilliant her Parthian-red lips.
A woman over whom there will be great slaughter
among the chariot-warriors of the Ulaid.
There screams in your roaring womb
a tall, beautiful, long-haired woman
whom champions will contest,
whom high kings will woo;
and to the west ofConchubur's province
there will be a rich harvest of fighting men.
Parthian-red lips will frame
those flawless teeth;
high queens will envy her
her matchless, faultless form.v''
Much attention is given to her looks, and the consequences of them. Details of physical
characteristics are very common in Irish stories, and there are some constants which we
see in this description.

Women are associated with nature, hence the reason her cheeks

are "foxglove" and her teeth are "snow." Descriptions of Cu Chulainn's looks, for
example, do not mention plants or weather, but gems and forces of nature such as a storm
or the sea (masculine and powerful). Scared by such a force -Titerally - the warriors
wish for the child to die then and there. Conchubur however raised the girl in a tower (in
some versions simply another round fort) with foster parents and the female satirist

Being a druid, one might expect the scribe to omit a description of Cathub, lest the audience get any
sympathetic ideas, but the woman speaks of the "wise man," as: "fair of face/ a handsome prince, great and
powerful his crown/ exalted by his druid wisdom." p 258.
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Lebarcham "[who] could not be barred.t's?

Fostering was of course a very important

aspect of Irish culture, creating social ties between families. It is interesting to note that
Lebarcham, the satirist, is a woman of enough influence to be charged with the education
of such an important young woman. Having never seen a man other than her fosterfather and the old king Conchubur, Deirdre uses the language of nature to describe her
ideal man, having: "hair like a raven, cheeks like blood and body like snow."68
Lebarcham tells her that such a man lives close and Deirdre escapes to find Noisiu, one
of the three sons of Uisliu, singing. Surprisingly for a woman who has never seen a man,
she flirts quite successfully with Noisiu:
[Derdriu] made as if to go past, and he did not recognize her. 'A tine heifer that
that is going by,' he said. 'The heifers are bound to be fine where there are no
bulls,' she answered. 'You have the bull of the province: the king of Ulaid,' Noisiu
said. 'Between the two of you, I would choose a young bull like yourself:'
Derdriu replied. 'No! There is Cathub's prophecy,' said Noisiu. 'Are you
rejecting me then?' she asked. 'I am, indeed,' he answered. At that, Derdriu left at
him and seized him by the ears, saying 'Two ears of shame and mockery these
unless you take me with you!' 'Away from me woman!' Noisiu said. 'Too late!'
answered Derdriu.v?
This passage is full of significant social messages. For instance, they speak in her
language of bulls and heifers in nature. She initiates the flirting, and hints at the fact that
she is a beautiful woman he has not seen before because she has been removed from
society (for as she was taken outside of the norm of society and raised by a female
satirist, havoc ensues). And though Noisiu believes it to be innocent flirting, he is
doomed by his rejection of her. Had Deirdre not been raised by Lebarcham and taught to
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have a quick wit, instead raised as a "normal" lady of rank doing household chores, the
story would have ended here.
Deirdre is an active participant in the story, not simply a woman whisked away by
a strong hero. She instigated the flirting, she forced the brothers to take her, and she did
this in spite of being brought up as the king's wornan.?"

Noisiu and his brothers take her,

though it meant their own damnation, because they "will not be disgraced while we are
alive ... there is not in Eriu a king who will turn us away."?' They flee throughout
Ireland, as well as England, until Conchubur's men found them in England and sent
Fergus (future hero of the Ulster cycle) as a guarantee of protection if they returned
Deirdre. However, Conchubur had struck a deal with the Femmag (possibly the mythical
Formorians who were conquered by the Tuatha de Danann'?) to kill the brothers, literally
hunting them down like animals, and capturing Deirdre as soon as they reached Ireland. 73
During a year of captivity in Conchubur's castle?" she repeatedly sings an honor-song to
Noisiu, most notably:
When modest Noisiu spread out
the cooking hearth on the wild forest floor,
sweeter than any honeyed food
was what the son of Uisliu prepared ...
Noisiu's grave has now been made,
Tn some versions she was being raised to be queen, but after her revolt, Conchubur demoted her to
mistress.
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and the accompaniment was mournful.
For him I poured out - hero of heroes the deadly drink that killed him-"

What is most notable about these two verses is the cultural significance. Cooking was
traditionally done by women in all parts of Europe, not men. Yet Deirdre states that
during their wanderings, it was Noisiu who cooked. This inversion of social norms goes
with much of the story itself, considering it was Deirdre who instigated the fleeing, and
N oisiu and his brothers who had no choice but to obey. However, she does hint at the
traditional role of women as cup-bearers, using it as a metaphor for her role in dooming
Noisiu. Her mother was a cup-bearer at the feast when Deirdre was born. More of a
literary way to build the drama of the story, Conchubur tries to woo Deirdre back
(unlikely that a real king would bother doing so). She refuses him and again recites a
poem-song:
Conchubur, be quiet!
You have brought me grief upon sorrow;
as long as I live, surely,
your love will be of no concern to me.
You have taken from me - a great crimethe one I thought most beautiful on earth,
the one I loved most.
I will not see him again until I die.?"

She both expresses a sense of superiority over Conchubur and her belief in an afterlife.
Not much is known about Irish Celtic pagan beliefs pertaining to the afterlife, but
certainly the belief was not as strong as those of Christians. Most likely the last passage
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was added around the eighth century when the story was written down. Finally,
Conchubur brought Noisiu's killer, Eogan, to Deirdre and asks her whom she hates more.
She states she hates them equally, and Conchubur and Eogan ride in a chariot with her
between them; in some versions Deirdre rides with Eogan. Conchubur taunts her, saying,
"Well, Deirdre, here you are where you can eye us both, like a ewe between two rams!'?"
At this, she jumped out of the chariot, hit her head upon a rock, and died.

While it could

be said that Deirdre succumbed to the will of men, another interpretation is that she took
her fate into her own hands, and died in a last stand of independence.

Medb is one of the most puzzling characters, powerful yet also mocked. Marriage
to Medb is the only legitimate way to claim authority over Ireland, yet Ailill is a butt of
jokes and an impotent leader. Her character is one of symbolism, the symbol of
sovereignty and the embodiment of the land itself whereas mortal women were portrayed
as bits of nature. To be king of Ireland meant to ritually "mate" with the land;
dominating the land meant one dominated the realm. In the mythology, Ailill is her most
featured husband, but he is not her first, nor is she faithful to him. This is an indication
that power changes hands quickly and seemingly has a mind of its own. The fact that
Ailill is often dominated by his wife would be humorous to the audience, but also express
the sentiment that a leader needs to control his kingdom or it will control him. Medb is
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mostly seen in the Tain Bo Cualnge, found in the Book of Lienster, Book of the Dun
Cow, and the Yellow Book of Lecan.?" Her name literally means, "she who intoxicates."
The Tain is essentially the story of a tight between Ailill and Medb over who had
more property. As livestock was the most important form of currency in Ireland, it is no
wonder that the tiebreaker comes down to one bull, who was born in Medb's herd but
moved to Ailill's because he did not want to be owned by a woman. In response, Medb
sends a message through a slave to the owner of the famous Donn Cualnge bull in Ulster
that she will give him heifers, money, and a night with her if she can borrow the bull.
Medb has no qualms, and neither does Ailill, with using her body as a form of currency.
The male slave enjoys the hospitality of the Ulsterman, and consequently becomes drunk
and tells the owner that Medb would take the bull by force even if he did not agree to
loan it. This was a breach of the rules of hospitality and insulting to the Ulsterman's
honor. Medb's Connacht goes to invade and capture the bull from Ulster: a classic Irish
cattle raid. It is interesting to note that in the story it is Medb who decides to go to war,
not AiliU, who is technically the king. Before going to war, however, Medb goes to her
druid who gives her a cryptic answer she cannot decipher. However, she also runs into
Fedelm?? a female druidess who prophesies the famous "I see crimson, I see red." Medb
takes this to mean she would be victorious over Ulster. Up to the point of invasion, the
story is more of a prequel explaining the actions to come, which ends with the later

These are only the surviving versions dating between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries, but we know
there were many more earlier versions.
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addition of: "Thus far the prophecy and augur, and the prelude to the tale, that basis of its
invention and composition, and the pillow-talk by Ailill and Medb in Cruachu.T'?

Medb was an inversion of medieval societal norms for sure; Ailill was chosen as
her husband because Medb tells him that he was not a jealous man, and she: "I was never
without a man in the shadow of another" (translation: always had a steady stream of
lovers). It is important to note that in the stories, she orders men into battle, not Ailill.
Nor does she simply order men, but she "gave battle to Findamor the wife of Celtchair in
front of Dun Sobairche [homestead], and she slew Findamor and ravaged Dun
Sobairche;" in other versions she took Findamor and her women as prisoners, or tortured
and hung them."! In a scene towards the very end, Medb begins menstruation on the
battlefield. This is unique because a French or Italian monk who not have dared write
such a passage down, as the bodily functions of women were considered obscene and
unclean. Yet, for the Irish, this would have been a hilarious passage in which Medb's
womanhood gets the better of the young Cu:
(And she said: 0 Fergus, cover) the retreat of the men oflreland that I may pass
my water.' 'By my conscience,' said Fergus, 'It is ill-timed and it is not right to do
so.' 'Yet I cannot but do so,' said Medb, 'for I shall not live unless I do.' Fergus
came then and covered the retreat of the men of Ireland. Medb passed her water
and it made three great trenches in each of which a household can fit.
Cu Chulainn came upon her thus engaged but he did not wound her for he used
not to strike her from behind. 'Grant me a favour today, Cu Chulainn.' said Medb.
'What favor do you ask?' said Cu Chulainn. 'That this army may be under your
protection and safeguard till they have gone westwards.V
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Cu is no more than a teenage boy at this point, and is thoroughly embarrassed to the point
he grants his enemies safe passage. Had Medb not menstruated on the battlefield, it is
likely he would have slain everyone, and the story would have ended.
Medb's daughter Findabar plays a small but important role in the Tain. She is not
seen elsewhere in mythology. Medb persuades Cu's own fosterbrother to fight Cu when
she seats him in her tent with Findabar, who "pours goblets for him. She it is who kisses
him at every drink. "83 He goes out to meet Cu, which devastates Cu, and Cu swiftly kills
his fosterbrother.v'

After seducing the fosterbrother, Findabar seduces other warriors to

fight, all whom die. She however dies of heartbreak in an ironic way. She was betrothed
to an Ulster warrior named Reochaid. Findabar pleaded with Medb to let her spend one
night with Reochaid during which the provinces would be in a truce. However, the king
of Munster did not like this arrangement and went on a rampage while Reochaid and
Findabar were alone in their tent; eight hundred men of Connacht died. Findabar was
appalled and her "heart cracked like a nut in her breast," while Reochaid fled.85 Findabar
was atypical in Irish mythology because very few characters die of heartbreak. Medb
lives on, continuing to take all lovers, while her daughter, who was monogamous, dies.
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speaks praises of his brother, saying: "Had I seen you die amidst the warriors of great Greece, [should not
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Morrigan
Morrigan, "the" Morrigan, was a supernatural being which took the form of the
daughter(s) of Ernmas, a king of the sidh fairy-mounds.

In some stories, Morrigan is

three spirits and in others a single goddess. There are no clear definitions of what makes
up the Morrigan, but often she is the territorial and violent warrior goddesses Nemain,
Badb, and Macha'" (all of which are named separately in other tales). Whether as three
entities or one, "there is a strong erotic element in the Morrigan, as in the Scandinavian
Valkyries who offer themselves to warriors.t"? Nemain in particular is portrayed as
having many lovers, and one constant male companion who is unimportant outside of his
relationship with her. Though not mentioned in the Tain, the reason for Morrigan's
animosity in the saga towards Cu is because she oilers to become his lover, and he
refuses. One can infer that as she is portrayed as a very beautiful woman (when in human
form) that she was not often turned down. In her many forms she fights mainly against
the heroes. Reiterating the connection between women, nature, and the Other World, the
symbol of the goddess(es) are ravens and crows who often show up after a bloody battle.
Badb sometimes sets the birds on warriors as wel1.88 Nemain/Morrigan is said to have
offered "a cup to a man destined to be king, recalling the figure of the Valkyrie with a
horn in Norse iconography.v'"

Macha/Morrigan was one of the most iconic goddesses of

Irish mythology, her official title is "Macha Red-Mane" (Macha Rua). In the "Lore of

While all three share qualities, Macha is the most distinct of the three, being specifically a warrior-horse
goddess.
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Women," Macha is considered a true historical figure: "It was for Emain and Ard Macha
her perilous battles were fought, a rough exploit. She ruled uprightly for seven years.
Noble Rechtaid overthrew her cleverly.r''" How cleverly she was overthrown, is not
known.
In the Tain, the Morrigan promises to kill Cu towards the end of the saga. He is
already occupied with fighting Loch, a royal son of Medb and Ailill. At first she appears
as a white heifer on the plain. However, the women of Ulster see through her guise' and
"put Cu Chulainn under tabus and prohibitions not to let the Morrigan go from him
without checking and destroying her."?' After he attacks her, she changes again, this time
into "slippery, black eels ... coil[ing] herself around Cu Chulainn's legs," while Loch
lunges at him, and then she again changes forms into "a shaggy, russet-colored she-wolf,"
at which point Loch again strikes CU.92 This does nothing more than anger Cu, who deals
a blow to Loch's heart with a child's toy. The Morrigan seems to have disappeared until
later in the battle, when Cu is depressed that he alone is defending Ulster. She appears
this time as an old woman milking a magic cow which cured her wounds by Cu, except
for the fact Cu had to be persuaded to drink the milk first:
Maddened by thirst, Cu Chulainn asked her for milk. She gave him the milk of
one teat. 'May this be swiftly wholeness for me.' The one eye of the queen [which
had been wounded] was cured."

Banshenchus: the Lore of Women. Trans. Maighread Dobbs. Accessed March 2, 2012.< http://
www.maryjones.us/ctexts/banshenchus.html>
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This continued two more times, after which she was fully healed. Cu went on his way
and said "the blessing of gods and non-gods be on you," to which the scribe wrote in " the magicians were their gods and the husbandmen were their non-gods."?" The
Morrigan is a feared entity of great authority, and the warriors are powerless to stop her.
Scathach
Though the warrior world was patriarchal and women most often seen as booty, in
Irish tales a boy cannot become a true man and warrior without receiving training from
an Other World woman. The most famous of these woman, and the trainer of Cu, is
Scathach. She is independent of and above men. To be trained by her, a boy must first
make a difficult journey to her otherworldly home where he must stay for many years.
Cu, for example, in many traditions is trained by her in using his infamous gae bulga (the
child's toy). Scathach refuses to teach Cu until he "threaten]s] her with a sword before
she will take him as a pupil.''95 She is also, of course, considered very attractive, though
she does not become Cu's 10ver.96 Like Camha ("Colloquy with the Ancients") Scathach
was considered a chieftain.?? Scathach is mentioned little elsewhere, but without her
guidance and training, Cu Chulainn would not have been a true man or warrior.
Fedelm
The druidess Fedelm features in the Tain as a soothsayer. Yet she also features in
the tale explaining the Tain.98 The "Affliction of the Ulstermen" is the explanation for
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why Ulster needed Cu to fight for them. There are various tales under this title. In one
such (less popular) version, it is Fedlem's retaliation for the lost manhood of her husband
that causes the Ulstermen's affliction. Cu cut off the thumbs and toes of Elcmaire,
Fedlem's husband, for startling his chariot horses. The loss of any body part was
debilitating for practical reasons, but also because it was a deformity of the ideal Irish
male.?' Such a physical loss would bring shame on Elcmaire, and he would lose his
status as well as his manhood. Fedelm then:
Promised to be for a year in his company [Cu's] and to exhibit herself to the
Ulstermen at her arrival. On that day a year thereafter, she exhibited herself: and
this it is that has caused the affliction to be upon the Ulstermen.P"
Nude women were often used to humiliate men in Irish lore. It is not so much because of
the naked woman, but the affect it has upon the male audience, who are shown a woman
who is not afraid of defying norms. Nudity in these tales is not in itself a negative or
taboo thing, it is the context of the nudity that has such an effect. Female nudity is
praised when the woman is not angry or vindictive.
In the prequel to the Tain, as mentioned, she prophesies the battle between Ulster
and Connacht. Though she is only a "bondmaid from Sid Churachna."'" the scribe goes
into great detail about her looks, saying:
She had a crimson, rich-blooded, countenance, a bright, laughing eye, thin red
lips. She had shining pearly teeth; you would have thought they were showers of
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fair pearls which were displayed in her head. Like new partaing were her lips. J 02
The sweet sound of her voice and speech was as melodious as the strings of harps
plucked by the hands of masters. As white as snow falling in one night was the
lustre of her skin and body shining through her garments. She had long and very
white feet with pink, even, round, and sharp nails. She had long, fair-yellow,
golden hair; three tresses of hair wound round her head, another tress which
touched the calves of her legs. J 03
This was clearly no ordinary bondmaid. As we have seen before, great detail of physical
attributes - especially of powerful and attractive individuals - was part of the old pagan
tradition of storytelling. While soothsayers and druidesses are imagined to be old and
haggard women, this is an Anglo-Saxon invention, not an Irish image.
The Tain Bo Cualnge and the Second Battle of Mag Tuired
While female characters are featured in the stories, various women who are only
mentioned, but their passages can give the audience an idea of both societal norms and
idealism. Of course, these were mythical beings, not always bound to the rules of nature
as mere mortals were. Certainly the amorous shenanigans of the likes of Medb were not
the realistic ideal of Irish medieval society, but they were understood to have happened
and were winked at in popular culture. Women who did have lovers did not receive the
same harsh punishments as those in European cultures. The Tain features many women
mentioned only once, but still reflect the society in which the tale was written down. The
myth of the Second Battle of Mag Tuired is not part of the Tain, but was written down
around the same time. It belongs to the Mythological Cycle which preceded the
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Historical and Ulster Cycles. They are closely associated because this was a story of
invasions of Ireland, of the deeds of the Tuatha de Danann who were overthrown by the
ancestors of the heroes and heroines of the Tain.
In both myths, women's sexuality is taken comical levels. In the Tain,
noblewoman named Flidais Fholtchain was married to a respected warrior, but still:
Has slept with Fergus ... and it was she who every seventh night on that hosting
quenched with milk the thirst of all the men of Ireland king and queen and prince,
poet, and learner. 104
Her adultery seems inconsequential, and her skill as a serving maid (a high place of
honor) was of more importance to the tale. In the Second Battle of Mag Tuired, much the
same takes place. A royal woman by the name of Eriu sees a man of the Tuatha that she
is attracted to, and he asks her:
'Shall I have an hour of lovemaking with you?'
'I certainly have not made a tryst with you,' she said.
'Come without trysting!' said he. lOS
The result of this encoID1terwas the High King of Ireland, Eochu Bres (Eochu the
Beautiful).

Like Flidais, Eriu is not a virginal maiden, and she is not derided for it. It

was because of her union with the man that a high king, not a bastard, was born.
A woman's sexuality and femininity is part of the Tain in particular, with the
wives of the warriors often bringing along their lovers or finding new ones on the
battlefield.

Cu amazes the women of Connacht with his attractiveness. At one point, the

women tell the warriors to lift them onto platforms so that they could view Cu, and more
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than one warrior became jealous. One female warrior, Cethern, tries to seduce Cu before
attacking him while he is off-guard. She succeeded in wounding him, and Cu goes to his
druid seer-physician saying:
There came to me a woman tall, beautiful, pale and long-faced. She had flowing,
golden-yellow hair. She wore a crimson, hooded cloak with a golden brooch over
her breast. A straight, ridged spear blazing in her hand. She gave me that wound
and she too got a slight wound from me. lOG
Though he is capable of killing his dear fosterbrother, he is not capable of killing an
attractive woman. The Dagda, the supreme god in the loose pantheon of Irish deities, is
at the mercy of the women he so loves. In the Second Battle of Mag Tuired, the Dagda is
mocked and reviled by a woman because she finds him unattractive.
like him to

CalTY

She however, would

her to her home:

As he went along he saw a girl in front of him, a good-looking woman with an
excellent figure, her hair in beautiful tresses. The Dagda desired her, but he was
impotent on account of his belly. The girl began to mock him, then she began
wrestling with him.
She fell upon him and beat him hard ... and she satirized him three times so that
he would carry her upon his back.
'Do not mock me any more, girl,' he said.
'It will certainly be hard,' she said
He got up then, and took the girl on his back; and he put three stones in his belt.
Each stone fell from it in turn - and it has been said that they were his testicles
which fell from it. The girl jumped on him and struck him across the rump, and
her curly public hair was revealed. Then the Dagda gained a mistress, and they
made love.I07
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It must be remembered that this story was written down by a monk, possibly in the pages

of a religious manuscript.
medieval Christians.

Many modern readers would find this improper, let alone

However, there was no scandal over such stories, and we know that

there were many more tales though they have not survived down to us. There was
nothing shameful in the way these pagan women acted, though they were only characters.
Real Irish women had lovers and had their own opinions on what a relationship should
be. This is clear in stories which mock male characters and objectify them as female
characters normally are.
Lore of Women
Banshenchus ("Lore of Women") comes from the Book of Lienster, and is a
Christian genealogical list combining biblical, mythological, and historical individuals. It
traces the contemporary Hiberno-Norse nobility of the twelfth century back to Eve and
Adam. While displaying Christian morals in some parts, it is unique in its treatment of
pagan women. Eve, normally seen as evil, is labeled as "generous wise Eve. She was
full of vivid merit without meanness.v'P" The author separates the women between pagan
and Christian, but does not outrightly condemn them; in fact he states "four hundred and
fifty seven pagans do I indeed enumerate of mates and of children accurately in stately
quatrains.t''P? There would be no need to "accurately" describe these families if they
were not valued.
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Halfway through, the author switches from pagan woman to the "serene Christian ladies,"
yet still mentions characteristics like violence and masculine traits. The pagans in
particular are mentioned as warriors alongside their husbands, brothers, and fathers. Two
specific cases of this are Lifi: "twenty weaklings incurred her wrath," and Angas "the
nimble woman of fierce conflicts." Scotta, from whom the Scots and the Irish are said to
have descended from:
Daughter of famous Pharaoh, was the wife ofNel and the mother of Gaedel Glas
from whom sprang the race of pure Gaels, guests from over the shapely crest of
the sea, and the Scots from lovely Scotta. She was not timid or weak. III
These woman, though not real, are not subjected to ridicule for their legacies, and their
legacies are not edited from what was probably a long oral history developed generations
before. It is evident that at least certain parts are factual, or at least based on fact. It is
worth mentioning the different peoples which these notable women came from or married
into, all of which did indeed have contact with Ireland: Manx, Scottish, "Fierce Norway,"
Picts, and Saxons. What one can learn from the "Lore of Women" is that while the
genealogy was written down when the island was securely Christian, respect (or at least a
non-threatening feeling) was felt for the pre-Christian roles and legacies of women.
The Colloquy with the Ancients
A lesser-known but very unique and fascinating tale is an imaginary conversation
between the great warriors of Finn and St. Patrick in the Colloquy with the Ancients.
Before retreating into the sidh, these warriors travel through Ireland with the saint and his
retinue telling him their tales. Caeilte is the leader of this group, and does most of the
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storytelling.

This was written as a segway from pagan morality to Christianity. It

exemplified the respect for their heritage and legitimized the new religion by positioning
it as the successor to the old.
Caeilte first accounts Camha, "the she-chief and she-custodian that, from the time
when he was a boy until the day he died, kept Finn son of Cumall safe."!'? Camha is a
minor shadow of a character, yet she is charged with the safety of Finn. Finn was not
only a warrior, but when he sucked on his thumb, he could possess any knowledge he
wanted. The warriors spend three days with Camha, discussing battle strategies and
former glories. She is not entirely a warrior though, as Caeilte bemoans: "Camha is
without either son or grandson: it befallen her to be old and blighted."!'? Though she has
accomplished much, she is still a woman with no children. Caeilte mentions many other
pagan women. He quotes a warrior son of the Dagda, "Those yonder accommodate now
with three wives, since from wives it is that either fortune or misfortune is derived.i"!"
This statement hearkens to the widespread practice of polygamy found in pre-Christian
Ireland as well as early medieval Ireland. However, while St. Patrick and Caeilte are
hunting, they come across two women lamenting that their husbands left them for new
women. Caeilte offers to pay the husbands to come back, but instead he gives fairy-herbs
to the women "who washed in a bath made of those herbs, and this compelled their own
husbands to their love, insomuch that the wives whom they had brought home they
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dismissed way again."115 Certainly this promotes monogamy, as the men do not keep the
secondary wives.
The first time that Caeilte and his warriors meet St. Patrick and his retinue is
when Mass is being said:
lust then Patrick chanted the Lord's order ... and pronounced benediction on the
rath [ring fort] in which Finn mac Cumall had been: the rath of Drumderg. The
clerics saw Caeilte and his band draw near them; and fear fell on them before the
tall men with their huge wolf dogs and accompanied them, for they were not
people of one epoch or of one time with the clergy. I 16

Clearly this was a message about the passage of the old ways. St. Patrick is blessing,
albeit a Christian blessing, the fort of Finn. Caeilte tells St. Patrick and his monks the
tales of his mythical people, after each Patrick exclaims something along the lines of:
"Victory and blessing wait on thee, Caeilte! For the future thy stories and thyself are dear
to us ... Success and benedictionl'"!?

At the end of each story, St. Patrick makes sure a

monk is around to write down the story, no matter the subject. Some monks, however,
are less than hospitable towards the warriors, one named Becan denies them meat, at
which St. Patrick curses him and "the earth swallowed up Becan with his people."'18 In
the tale, God agrees with St. Patrick's reverence for these tales, as he sends angels who
tell him:
Holy cleric, no more than a third part of their stories do these ancient warriors tell,
by reason of forgetfulness and lack of memory; but by thee be it written on tabular
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staffs of poets ... for to the companies and nobles of the latter time to give ear to
these stories. 1 19
Normally, Christian writers were very ideological in their writings; real-life practices of
the people were not often as pure as what the authors made them to seem. Yet, in this
tale, the Christian author defends the reality of the Christeo-pagan spirituality of the Irish.
St. Patrick says the last rites to Caeilte, who after telling all of his knowledge and lore to
the monks, descends into the mist of the sidh mounds.

Conclusion
These hereditary myths offered much to Irish society: they legitimized the
contemporary medieval status quo, they comforted during a turbulent time, they inspired
people and made them laugh, and most importantly they justified the past. The
idealization of their ancestors and their ways helped transition Irish society from pagan
beliefs to Christian morals. Most of these epic myths and short tales were not composed
nor written down by one individual-

they were the culmination of many people's

endeavors in different times. These stories are truly the products of Irish society, history,
and culture. Irish myths do not always reflect reality, but instead reflect popular opinions
and aspirations. Those which are historically accurate are valuable in helping us
understand why Ireland flourished intellectually while the rest of Europe floundered. It is
ironic that the so-called uncivilized society essentially saved not only their own history
but the history of other civilizations. The preservation of other cultures was directly
attributed to the free intellectual community in Ireland; the diversity found on the island
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and those areas settled by the Irish clearly indicates this fact. The unique Celtic Church
was a mix of pagan and Christian, Irish and Norse (and Greek, Scottish, and just about
anything else), asceticism and passion, violence and monasticism. After the
incorporation into Latin Christendom, the Irish monasteries became more canonical, and
the centers of learning moved from the monasteries to the secular courts of kings and
lords. And whereas the hagiographers of the pre-Latin Church "turned the Irish saints
into devastating cursers" and friends of the pagans, the texts of the Irish Latin Church
turned to ecclesiastical matters that ignored the individual monk.

120

After the incorporation, Irish women began to lose much of the status and power
they once had under the Celtic Church. A woman's worth was now based upon her
virginly actions and placid composure. Certainly they continued to have affairs, voice
opinions, and direct parts of their lives - a rich woman could at least control some of her
wealth while a male family member was alive - but they were now more than ever
confined to the arts of embroidery and child rearing. Customs such as fosterage for both
genders gave way to continental traditions of a girl's marriage at a young age and a boy
being sent off to learn a craft. The ideal woman was no longer a fertile and passionate
Medb but a docile and obedient Mary.

The myths and tales from pagan Ireland survived. Many copies and variations,
however, were lost due to time and destruction. Those that survived ceased to be written
down and discussed further. Irish mythology became part of the "soft primitivism" that
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became a popular tool of other Europeans, especially the English, to differentiate between
proper culture and those of the savages. It is a miracle then that the myths we have today
are as detailed and unchanged as they are. The manuscripts which contain the tales are
badly damaged for sure, but still beloved. Pagan "Celtic" has entered popular
imagination, full of druids and fairies. To this day, in the Irish countryside lone trees are
left in the middle of fields for the fairies who appear out of the long-gone sidh mounds.
Beginning in the medieval period, the once-powerful gods shifted into the shady
supernatural beings such as leprechauns (coming from the god Lugh).

For medieval Irish women, real and fictional, their power lay in that they were
feminine, they were sexual, they were mothers and wives. These roles were defined by
their contrast to men's roles, but gave women power, authority, and confidence. The
scribes may not have personally or spiritually approved of these characters, but they
nonetheless preserved these female characters without adding newer Christian attributes
to them. This made Irish mythological literature extraordinary. The intimacy these
monks had with the tales was not coincidental; these were the stories they were told as
small children, huddled around a fire in a hut or ring fort on the many long rainy nights.
As men, monks were told these stories at feasts where real women poured wine freely as
the female characters in those same stories did. This was their cultural heritage, these
tales were their first introduction to why the world was and how it should be. It was said
of Saint Columba, perhaps the greatest native Irish monk: "he gave at least to his
victorious career, namely, the attaining to his true home and his own true heritage."!"
121 Adomnan.
Vita Columbae. Trans. William Reeves. 2008. VCC CELT. Accessed January 2012. Book I,
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The concerted efforts to preserve these pagan characters, especially those impetuous
female ones, stemmed from personal attachment and intellectual sophistication. Using
the same nature language as Deirdre, and displaying the same thirst for knowledge as
Finn, Saint Columba famously declared: "to every cow her calf; to every book its copy."
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